The observation of pain in others may enhance or reduce self-pain, yet the boundary conditions and factors that determine the direction of such effects are poorly understood. The current study set out to show that visual stimulus awareness plays a crucial role in determining whether vicarious pain primarily activates behavioral defense systems that enhance pain sensitivity and stimulate withdrawal or appetitive systems that attenuate pain sensitivity and stimulate approach. We employed a mixed factorial design with the between-subject factors exposure time (subliminal vs optimal) and vicarious pain (pain vs no pain images), and the within-subject factor session (baseline vs trial) to investigate how visual awareness of vicarious pain images affects subsequent self-pain in the cold-pressor test. Self-pain tolerance, intensity and unpleasantness were evaluated in a sample of 77 healthy participants. Results revealed significant interactions of exposure time and vicarious pain in all three dependent measures. In the presence of visual awareness (optimal condition), vicarious pain compared to no-pain elicited overall enhanced self-pain sensitivity, indexed by reduced pain tolerance and enhanced ratings of pain intensity and unpleasantness. Conversely, in the absence of visual awareness (subliminal condition), vicarious pain evoked decreased self-pain intensity and unpleasantness while pain tolerance remained unaffected. These findings suggest that the activation of defense mechanisms by vicarious pain depends on relatively elaborate cognitive processes, while -strikingly -the appetitive system is activated in highly automatic manner independent from stimulus awareness. Such mechanisms may have evolved to facilitate empathic, protective approach responses toward suffering individuals, ensuring survival of the protective social group.
Introduction
Self-experienced acute pain, the "unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with […] (temporary, real) tissue damage" 1 on one's own body, evokes enhanced pain sensitivity and withdrawal urges from the pain-inducing stimulus. 2 Individual pain sensitivity is reflected in measures of pain tolerance, that is, the point at which individuals terminate pain stimulation that they consider unbearable 3, 4 and self-reported pain intensity and unpleasantness, respectively, indexing sensory and affective pain evaluations. 3 Withdrawal responses to pain-inducing stimuli reflect activation of the behavioral defense system, 5 and may be augmented by the distress elicited by witnessing other individuals in pain (i.e., vicarious pain). [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Studies reveal that vicarious pain can trigger the behavioral defense system, resulting in decreased self-pain tolerance and increased self-pain intensity and unpleasantness ratings in the observer. 3, 4, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] In line with this, exposure to vicarious pain animations has been found to stimulate preparatory motor actions associated with withdrawal movements. 7, 9 Notwithstanding, vicarious pain has also been reported to stimulate the behavioral appetitive system, 5, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] as indexed by decreased self-pain perception 4, 12 and enhanced approach behaviors. [19] [20] [21] [22] For example, Mathur et al 13 demonstrated that participants reported higher empathy and willingness to donate money toward individuals depicted to be suffering pain compared to non-suffering individuals. Similarly, Hein et al 12 found that witnessing group members receiving pain encouraged individuals to express empathic concern, and bear more self-pain in order to reduce pain stimulation for others. Mechanisms underlying these seemingly contradictory withdrawal versus approach-related effects of vicarious pain on self-pain experience are poorly understood.
The current study investigates how visual awareness during vicarious pain influences self-pain experience as indicated by tolerance, intensity and unpleasantness ( Figure 1 ). A manipulation of visual awareness by presenting stimuli at optimal and subliminal exposure times may yield information on the degree of automaticity required to activate behavioral systems. 5, 8, 23 Subliminal visual stimuli (e.g., words, images) are presented so briefly that participants fail to consciously detect their contents above chance. 24, 25 Subliminally evoked behaviors thus operate in the absence of elaborate cognitive processes 25, 26 and reflect rather automatic processes that activate behavioral systems with high priority. Conversely, contents of optimal stimuli can be easily discriminated, and are available to conscious regulation. 27 There is a large corpus of evidence that withdrawal-and threat-associated, negative material is preferentially distinguished from neutral or positive material at very early processing stages, 17, 18 even in the absence of visual awareness. 26, 28 It is likely that such threat information is automatically extracted from vicarious pain images, 5, 8, 23, 28 instantly activating the behavioral defense system. 5, 15 Supporting this notion, Yamada and Decety found subliminal negative but not positive words to enhance detection of painful versus neutral facial expressions in visually presented stimuli. Accordingly, it was concluded that defense rather than approach is associated with pain faces. 8 Similarly, Chiesa et al 23 presented participants with subliminal pain or pleasant facial expressions and found that subsequent neutral stimuli were rated as, respectively, less or more likeable, indicating that vicarious pain elicited withdrawal in the absence of visual awareness. To account for both withdrawal-and approach-related responses to vicarious pain, it has been suggested that approach behaviors induced by vicarious pain require more elaborate cognitive processes that suppress initial withdrawal responses. 5, 15, 29 However the study by Chiesa et al also reported that pupil dilation in response to subliminally presented facial pain expressions was correlated with empathic concern expressed for the images. As empathetic concern rather reflects approach, overall these findings provide preliminary evidence that subliminal vicarious pain may trigger both defense and appetitive systems in the absence of elaborate cognitive analysis. 23 Considering findings that optimal vicarious pain modulates self-pain experience 10 and given that both optimal and subliminal vicarious pain modulate approach and withdrawal reactions, 8, 23 we seek to investigate the role of visual awareness on the relationship between vicarious pain and self-pain experience. Participants were presented with subliminal or optimal vicarious pain or no-pain images before pain tolerance, intensity and unpleasantness to cold-pain were administered. Given previous literature, 3, 6, [9] [10] [11] it is hypothesized that optimal pain images will elicit decreased self-pain tolerance and increased self-pain intensity and unpleasantness ratings compared to optimal no-pain images. Moreover, it is predicted that there will also be differential effects of pain compared to no-pain stimuli on the subliminal level. 8, 10, 23 The direction will yield crucial implications regarding the behavioral systems preferentially activated by vicarious pain images in the absence of visual awareness. Explicitly, if subliminal vicarious pain activates the defense system, it is expected that pain images will also evoke decreased self-pain tolerance and increased self-pain intensity and unpleasantness ratings compared to subliminal no-pain images. In contrast, if the approach system is activated, a reverse pattern is expected whereby pain images evoke increased self-pain tolerance and decreased self-pain intensity and unpleasantness ratings compared to subliminal no-pain images.
Materials and methods

Participants and procedures
Healthy Chinese locals in Hong Kong were recruited through poster advertisement and word-of-mouth. Individuals reporting chronic pain conditions, vasospastic disorders, pain medication intake and physical or mental health disorders were excluded from the study. Participants (N=77) ( Table 1) were randomly distributed across four experimental groups (subliminal pain, subliminal no-pain, optimal pain and optimal no-pain). A one-way ANOVA was conducted that confirmed the four groups to be matched for gender (F(3, Vicarious pain may activate behavioral defense and behavioral appetitive system, resulting in decreased and increased self-pain experience, respectively. The current study investigates modulatory effects of visual awareness on the relationship between vicarious pain and self-pain experience. Corresponding factors and their factor levels as implemented in the study design are indicated in blue letters. (B) Visualization of Experimental Procedure. After completion of the Pain Sensitivity Questionnaire all participants completed the cold-pressor test (baseline self-pain). Depending on the assigned experimental group (subliminal pain, optimal pain, subliminal no-pain, optimal no-pain) participants were presented one of four passive viewing sequences, in which 130 images were shown randomly and repeated for five times. To illustrate the trial structure and stimuli included in the passive viewing task, example trials for each experimental group are depicted at the bottom of the figure. Following the passive viewing task, participants again underwent the cold-pressor test (trial self-pain). Pain tolerance, intensity and unpleasantness were obtained as measures for self-pain experience at baseline and trial. 
Procedure
Participants were provided with an information sheet and an oral explanation prior to giving their written informed consent to participate in the study. The voluntary nature of their participation was highlighted and they were informed that they could withdraw from the trial at any time without penalty. Please refer to Figure 1B for an overview on the experimental procedure. After giving informed consent, participants were tested individually and first completed demographic information and a pain sensitivity questionnaire (PSQ). 30 Participants were then exposed to cold-pain using the cold-pressor test (CPT), 31 whereby baseline self-pain tolerance, intensity and unpleasantness ratings were obtained. According to the experimental group to which they had been randomly allocated, participants were afterward presented one out of four different image sequences in a passive viewing task. They were instructed to carefully attend to all images as they might be asked questions about specific images afterwards. The passive viewing task lasted for ~8 minutes. Subsequently, participants were again subjected to the CPT. Trial self-pain tolerance, as well as intensity and unpleasantness ratings were obtained. All participants were debriefed upon session completion. Following the guidelines of The Declaration of Helsinki, the study was approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee for Non-Clinical Faculties, The University of Hong Kong.
Design
This study follows a 2×2×2 mixed factorial design with the between-subject factors exposure time (optimal vs subliminal presentation) and vicarious pain (pain vs no-pain images) and the within-subject factor session (baseline vs trial). The three dependent variables of self-pain tolerance, intensity and unpleasantness were measured at baseline and trial, that is, before and after exposure to the passive viewing task realizing the experimental groups. Difference scores were calculated for each measure of self-pain by subtracting baseline from trial scores, and then submitted to three separate 2×2 between-subject ANOVAs with the betweensubject factors exposure time and vicarious pain. Post hoc Bonferroni-corrected independent t-tests were conducted for all significant interactions. To investigate robustness of the current data, replications of well-established findings of gender differences in self-pain perception 32 and correlations between self-reported pain sensitivity and self-pain perception 30 were undertaken on baseline data. Furthermore, effects of gender, pain sensitivity and age on difference scores of all pain measurements were examined.
Materials
The PSQ 30 measures subjective pain susceptibility by asking individuals to rate hypothetical pain scenarios on a scale of 0-10, ranging from no pain to the worst pain imaginable. Scenarios include items such as "imagine you burn your tongue on a very hot drink." The PSQ has a high reliability and validity 30 and was shown to accurately predict objectiveself-pain experience. 30 In the current study, the PSQ was administered to avoid systematic between-group differences in self-reported pain sensitivity.
The well-established CPT consists of a bucket filled with 8-10 cm of ice and water, which is continuously circulated with a pump and held at ~2°C. 31, 33 Participants submerged their non-dominant hand into the water, and withdrew when they felt the sensation became intolerable. The time between submersion and retrieval was measured in seconds as pain tolerance. All submersions remained below the safety maximum of 180 seconds. 33 Upon removal, participants were provided with a towel. Pain intensity and unpleasantness ratings were measured from 0 to 100 mm on two separate paper visual analog scales (VAS). These ranged from no pain at all to worst pain imaginable and not unpleasant at all to most unpleasant pain imaginable, respectively. VAS have been established in previous pain research to be robust in detecting small changes in self-report pain ratings. 34 For the passive viewing task, we selected 260 horizontal digital color images (185×138 pixels) validated in previous vicarious pain research. 35 All images depicted human limbs from the first-person perspective, previously blurred with a Gaussian filter to remove gender or age effects. These 
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Awareness, vicarious pain and self-pain perception images consisted of 130 matched pain/no-pain image pairs depicting hands and feet in painful and non-painful scenarios (see Figure 1B for an example of the stimulus material) and were identical in luminance and contrast 35 36 The script calculated total pixels per image, and randomly changed the position of each pixel while keeping image width and height constant ( Figure 1B) .
To realize the four experimental groups, four passive viewing sequences were created on E-Prime 2.0 Professional Software, 37 which differed in exposure time (subliminal or optimal) and vicarious pain (pain or no-pain). For all four sequences, the respective 130 pain or no-pain images were randomly shown after a fixation cross of 500 ms, and repeated once in each of 5 consecutive blocks. Following previous literature, 29 subliminal images were presented for 16 ms followed by a mask of 184 ms, while optimal images were presented for 170 ms followed by a 30 ms mask ( Figure 1B) . The images were presented in the center of a 13 inch computer screen with a 1920×1080 resolution and a viewing distance of 600 mm, corresponding to a visual angle of 4.3×3.3°. These settings are in accordance with those used in previous subliminal research to ensure images remain under the discrimination threshold. 29 Discrimination tests with all images confirmed that the image contents could not be determined above chance both on single and repeated trials. Eight additional participants indicated by forced-choice response whether subliminal and optimal images were pain or no-pain depictions. 25 D-prime scores were calculated according to signal detection theory, whereby scores over 1 and close to 0, respectively, indicate that responses did and did not differ from chance distributions. 38, 24 No significant difference was revealed between responses and chance for subliminal images (t (7) 
Results
Three 2×2-way between-subjects ANOVAs with the factors exposure and vicarious pain revealed a significant main effect for both vicarious pain (F(1,73) Due to the significant interactions, the observed main effects on pain tolerance scores were not further interpreted. Interactive effects were delineated using Bonferroni-corrected independent t-tests.
To test the hypothesis that optimal vicarious pain will activate the behavioral defense system, effects of optimal pain compared to no-pain images were explored. Analyses revealed a significant decrease in pain tolerance ( Figure 2A ; t(37)=4.086, p<0.000) and a corresponding increase in pain intensity ( Figure 2B ; t(37)=−1.958, p=0.05) and unpleasant ratings ( Figure 2C ; t(37)=−2.091, p=0.043) for optimal pain compared to no-pain images. These findings are in line with an activation of the defense system by optimal vicarious pain.
To investigate the role of awareness during pain observation, the effects of subliminal pain compared to no-pain images were investigated. Furthermore, optimal and subliminal conditions were compared separately for the pain and no-pain condition. No significant difference in pain tolerance was revealed for individuals exposed to subliminal pain compared to no-pain images (t(35)=−0.852, p=0.428). In the pain condition, participants showed significantly decreased pain tolerance for optimal compared to the subliminal presentations (t(36)=4.217, p=0.000). Conversely, in the no-pain condition, no significant difference was found for optimal compared to subliminal presentations (t(37)=0.147, p=0.884). These findings suggest that the effects of vicarious pain on pain tolerance in the sensory pain system require optimal visual awareness.
Contrasting with measures of pain tolerance, significant effects of vicarious pain were found in evaluative sensory and affective pain systems. Compared to optimal exposure, a reverse pattern emerged for the subliminal condition, whereby exposure to subliminal pain compared to no-pain images elicited a significant decrease in pain intensity (t(36)=2.143, p=0.043) and unpleasantness ratings (t(36)=2.845, p=0.007). These patterns resemble activation of the behavioral appeti-tive system during subliminal exposure to vicarious pain. Notably, for pain intensity ratings there was no significant difference for subliminal compared to optimal exposure to pain images (t(36)=−1.458, p=0.153). In contrast, subliminal compared to optimal no-pain presentations resulted in enhanced intensity ratings (t(37)=2.880, p=0.007). For pain unpleasantness ratings, there was significant decrease in unpleasantness ratings for subliminal compared to optimal exposure to pain images (t(36)=−2.787, p=0.008) and a significant increase in unpleasantness ratings for subliminal compared to optimal exposure to no-pain images (t(37)=2.165, p=0.037). It was concluded that the reverse patterns between subliminal and optimal exposure were driven by the no-pain condition for pain intensity and for both pain and no-pain conditions for pain unpleasantness ratings. These findings reflect distinct visual awareness modulations of pain sensitivity in the evaluative sensory and affective pain system.
Replication of gender and correlational findings
Independent t-tests on baseline data replicated findings of significant differences for genders, with males showing overall decreased sensitivity to cold-pain with increased tolerance and decreased evaluations compared to females (Table 2) . 32 Further replicating prior studies 30 correlational analyses confirmed that PSQ scores showed significant moderate positive correlations with intensity and unpleasantness ratings, but not tolerance (Table 3) . 30 Similarly, significant positive correlations between intensity and unpleasantness ratings 6 as well as negative correlations between pain tolerance and both pain evaluations 16 were replicated. In contrast to baseline data, difference scores in pain measurements from baseline to trial were not affected by gender (all p>0.1), pain sensitivity (all p>0.1) or age (all p>0.1). Accordingly, within-subject changes in pain perception were 
Discussion
This is the first study to investigate and reveal that visual awareness moderates the impact of vicarious pain on selfpain perception. It was revealed that exposure to optimal pain compared to no-pain images elicited decreased selfpain tolerance and increased intensity and unpleasantness ratings. Reverse patterns were revealed for subliminal pain images, which elicited no changes in self-pain tolerance, and decreased intensity and unpleasantness ratings compared to no-pain images. The discussion offers potential mechanisms for the modulatory role of visual awareness for vicarious pain on self-pain perception and highlights areas of future investigation.
In line with previous research, 4,6,9-11 current findings demonstrate that optimal pain compared to no-pain images sensitized both sensory and affective pain systems, eliciting decreased self-pain tolerance 4, 9, 29 and increased intensity and unpleasantness ratings. 7, 10, 11 Accounting for such findings, the motivational priming hypothesis indicates that vicarious pain enhances pain sensitivity and withdrawal urges through activation of the behavioral defense system. 5, 15 In line with this hypothesis, neuroscientific data reveal that self-pain and observed pain are encoded by overlapping neural networks, which may act accumulatively during self-pain to enhance the sensory experience. 6, 7, 29, 40 In sharp contrast to optimal vicarious pain exposure, the current study found no evidence for activation of the behavioral defense system by subliminal vicarious pain. It is possible that subliminal pain images do not sufficiently activate the behavioral defense system to stimulate the withdrawal responses. In line with these considerations, Godinho et al 10 reported that subliminal vicarious pain failed to elicit shared neural patterns with self-pain processing and concluded that subliminal pain images did not influence subsequent self-pain behavior. 6, 7, 20, 29 This might explain why, in the current study, exposure to subliminal-pain and no-pain had similar effects on pain tolerance.
However, our data not only argue against an activation of the defense system by subliminal vicarious pain. Strikingly, measures of evaluative sensory and affective pain systems -that is, pain intensity and pain unpleasantness ratings, respectively -revealed reversed effects for subliminal compared to optimal exposure to vicarious pain. Specifically, exposure to subliminal pain compared to no-pain images elicited decreased intensity and unpleasantness ratings. Such pain attenuation corresponds to activation of the appetitive system, 5 suggesting that in the absence of elaborate conscious processing this system rather than defense may be preferentially activated. 6,12,−14,20,28 Reduced self-pain evaluations during pain observation may facilitate empathic approach responses that ensure survival of injured members of the social group. 12, 13 Notably, subliminal compared to optimal no-pain images elicited increased self-pain intensity and unpleasantness ratings. However, subliminal compared to optimal pain images elicited decreased unpleasantness ratings but equal intensity ratings. This strongly suggests that visual awareness distinctly impacts sensory and affective pain systems 3 and is in line with prior studies, which reported no impact of subliminal pain images on self-pain intensity ratings 10 and instead implicit associations with the affective pain system. 23 For optimal no-pain, the presence of visual awareness permits individuals to consciously evaluate the safety cues contained in no-pain images as a reference point from which to appraise their self-state. [41] [42] [43] A possibly resulting activation of the appetitive system through visual-sensory safety feedback may dominate somatosensory pain feedback, stimulating individuals to downregulate their self-pain evaluations. 41, 42 Vice versa, if safety cues followed by self-pain are not subject to conscious evaluative systems as in the subliminal no-pain conditions, a mismatch of conflicting information (safety vs pain) is created. In the absence of awareness, such conflict- 
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Terrighena et al ing information may result in pronounced defense responses that cannot be consciously downregulated on the basis of an elaborate evaluation of safety cues. 3, 19, 20 Such processes may account for our finding that subliminal compared to optimal no-pain images paradoxically elicit increased selfpain ratings.
The interaction of exposure and vicarious pain on intensity ratings (sensory evaluative system) is explained by differential intensity ratings following optimal vs. subliminal exposure to no-pain, but not to pain images. Conversely, for unpleasantness ratings (affective pain system), effects of exposure time were also found in the pain condition. Attenuated unpleasantness ratings in response to subliminal pain images may reflect intrinsic, preferential activation of the appetitive system, decreasing distress and facilitating approach behaviors toward the suffering individual. 4, 12, 13, 19, 23 In line with this, Chiesa et al 23 reported an effect of subliminal facial pain expressions on empathic pupil dilation, suggesting that subliminal vicarious pain evokes empathy. Vicarious pain contains strong cues reflecting that individuals require support and protection. Accordingly, the brain may prioritize the extraction of the affective state of the individual in pain over self-oriented threat information from subliminal images in order to promote survival of the social group. Affective pain cues may thus contribute to stimulating approach behaviors and promoting protective interpersonal relationships. 19, 21, 22, 44 In this respect, vicarious pain may have a unique status that reflects the inherent social nature of humans. 22 Taken together, current findings suggest that visual awareness may play a key role in facilitating withdrawal or empathy by modulating the activation of behavioral systems.
The current study is a first step in teasing apart the modulatory effects of visual awareness on associations between vicarious pain and self-pain perception. The replication of well-established gender differences, 32 pain sensitivity correlations with self-reports for pain 30 as well as effects of optimal vicarious pain on pain perception 4,7,9,29 provide a robust framework for the current findings. Direct comparisons between vicarious pain and other negative images are required in order to gain comprehensive understanding of factors modulating activation of behavioral systems. Future investigations may further elucidate neurocognitive mechanisms underpinning the interplay of visual awareness, vicarious pain and selfpain. For example, it would be of interest to see whether individuals who report experiencing pain sensations in their own body upon observing vicarious pain may be more prone to withdrawal or approach responses compared to those who do not perceive such sensations. 45 Moreover, individuals with empathic deficits or chronic pain frequently exhibit attenuated or augmented self-pain perception, respectively. 46, 47 Thus, implications of the current findings may be further explored in clinical contexts to identify markers and treatment targets of dysfunctional expression of behavioral systems.
In summary, this study confirms that in presence of visual awareness, vicarious pain activates the behavioral defense system, increasing overall self-pain perception. Conversely, in the absence of visual awareness, vicarious pain may activate the appetitive system, decreasing self-pain evaluations and facilitating empathic approach responses. Sensory and affective pain systems may be modulated differentially by visual awareness. These findings suggest that the activation of defense mechanisms by vicarious pain depends on relatively elaborate cognitive processes, while -strikingly -the appetitive system is activated in highly automatic manner, independent from stimulus awareness. Such mechanisms may have evolved to facilitate protective approach responses toward suffering individuals, ensuring survival of the protective social group.
